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Fantasy Design was…

Fantasy Design 2003–2006 was a three-year design education project in five European
countries where schoolchildren were the main actors and producers of design. The
project consisted of activities aimed at schools and special training and teaching
materials for teachers. Schoolchildren participated in workshops given by professional
designers. The immediate result of the project was an international touring exhibition of
selected works by schoolchildren. Fantasy Design received funding from the EU
Culture 2000 Programme.

Fantasy Design brought together over 4000 children and young people of 5 to 17 years
of age, to play design. The project joined the forces of 57 designers and almost 200
teachers to develop design education in the school. It challenged both the project
participants and the visitors of Fantasy Design exhibition to discuss what design is and
what it could be.

In this document you will find information about the project in a nutshell as well as
summaries from internal and external evaluation. There is also a list of persons who
have worked in this project and a list of sources and links.
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The programme: Fantasy Design 2003–2006

Fantasy Design 2003–2006 was coordinated by Design Museum Helsinki (Finland) in
collaboration with Design museum Gent (Belgium), Norsk Form (Oslo, Norway), The
Lighthouse – Scotland’s Centre for Architecture, Design and the City (Glasgow) and the
Hindholm Socialpedagogiske Seminarium (Fuglebjerg, Denmark). All the partners are
expert organizations in the fields of art, culture and design operating mainly with public
funding: museums of design, design promotion agencies and a training institute. Some
of them are local and regional, while others are specialized units operating at the
national level in their respective countries. The project was based on an earlier scheme
called Fantasi Design 1 involving Iceland, Sweden, Finland and Denmark in 1998–2000
and financed mainly by the Nordic Council.

The programme and budget frame were discussed and decided upon in two preliminary
partner meetings, both in Helsinki. The network of partners was woven together by
Design Museum Helsinki. In the final planning phase, Kalmar Art Museum of Sweden
was replaced by The Lighthouse of Scotland.

In the mutually accepted programme the purpose of the Fantasy Design project was to
give schools, schoolchildren and teachers an opportunity to work with design, thus
improving and increasing the design awareness of future consumers. Teachers of crafts
and arts subjects were to be provided with advanced professional training and means
and methods for design education were to be produced.

The objectives of the Fantasy Design project were
1. To influence the visibility and role of material culture and design in education.
2. To provide teachers with domestic and international training.
3. To produce material for educational material projects.
4. To realize a set of WebPages in the national languages of the project. The pages will
provide information on the project and guidance in content for pupils and teachers, and
will present results.
5. To develop cooperation and means to bring schoolchildren and designers together.

The activities and methods mentioned in the programme were
1. Workshops for schoolchildren given by professional designers and craftspersons.
2. Visiting designers, craftspersons and other professionals in the school.
3. Teacher training sessions with designers and other professionals in design as
instructors.
4. Production and distribution of educational material in each country.
5. International juried exhibition of schoolchildren’s works.

The expected results of the Fantasy Design project according to the programme
The design education project will improve and increase the awareness of schoolchildren
with regard to product design and material culture. Contacts will be developed between
designers and schools, with new and permanent practices as an objective, and training
sessions will be arranged for teachers. The most prominent result of the whole project
will be an exhibition of design by schoolchildren, which will be used as a method of
design education in schools. The main events of the process and the information and
experiences generated through it will be documented and the results will be compiled
for publication. An important and permanent part of the project will be new teaching
material for future design education in schools.
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Realization of the project

Management and economy
Fantasy Design received funding from the EU Culture 2000 Programme and the
implementing of the programme could start in late summer 2003. The project
management took place at Design Museum Helsinki.

During the project altogether five partner meetings were held, two in Helsinki (the jury
meeting and opening of the exhibition) one in Oslo (teachers’ seminar) and one in Gent
and in Glasgow (opening of the exhibition) where the progress of the project was
monitored. An ambition was openness and transparency in all activities. The
international cooperation was based on written contracts and the partners had an
economical responsibility. The partners gave economical reports biannually. Along the
project, the partners collaborated intensively discussing the methods of design education
and also cooperating in concrete production of material (teaching material, publications,
evaluations etc.).

Work in schools
The project work began in the schools in the autumn of 2003. Each participating
country realized this part of the project independently and there were differences also
between schools in one country. In Belgium, Finland and Norway designers made visits
to school discussing their work and guiding the design projects by pupils. In Denmark
and Scotland the workshops took place mainly outside the school environment. Time
that the designer or designers spent with the school group varied from a 2-hour visit
(Finland) to 2-day workshop (Norway) or a series of workshops within a period of time
(Belgium).
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Workshop in Denmark

Webpages and visual identity
At the same time when the project was launched in schools a set of WebPages in the
national languages were produced for the project. There was published also the project’s
visual identity which stresses the meaning of playfulness in design. The series of logos
was used in exhibition publications as well as press folder and post cards to market the
events.

The project’s web site (www.fantasydesign.org) has been a joint forum with
information about the project, teaching material and news about ongoing events also for
a wider audience. For the participating schoolchildren and students there was a specially
designed Internet exhibition that would display their project works, selected,
photographed and sent to the pages by the children and young people themselves or
their teachers. 349 design projects by schoolchildren with stories behind them were
presented here by April 2005.

Themes for design projects
To inspire the work in classroom, a set of themes or categories were invented in the
leading group, which aimed at a problem-oriented thinking in design process. The same
categories were used in the Internet exhibition and in the printed “catalogue” of cards to
organise the wide spectre of design and make it easier to find objects of similar kinds of
design briefs. The categories were:

Carrying things – my arms are stretching!
Extensions of the feet
Sit down! But where? How?
Get dressed!
How to get there?
Household appliances – perpetual motion
Cooking – serving – eating
Other Fantasy Designs
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Educational material and teacher training
Printable teaching material produced by each national partner was published in the web
site for use in the classroom. Teaching material was also produced during the project as
a result of collaboration with the designers. Examples of these assignments were printed
in the international exhibition publication and in national Fantasy Design newspapers.

International jury
An international jury selected in August 2004 the works for the exhibition after pre-
selection in each country. Altogether 233 concepts were submitted out of which 66
works were chosen for the exhibition, 25 from Belgium, 19 from Finland, 10 from
Denmark, 7 from Scotland and 5 from Norway. The jury consisted of design
professionals from all the participating countries: lecturer Kjeld Ammundsen
(Denmark), designer Katty Barac (Scotland), industrial designer Per Farstad (Norway),
industrial designer Eero Miettinen (Finland), and furniture designer Dirk Wynants
(Belgium).

Prototyping
After the jury meeting all works returned home and the coordinators started to negotiate
cooperation with designers and industry for prototyping the selected works. Altogether
29 designs by schoolchildren were developed into prototypes in collaboration with
designers and other professionals in design-intensive industry – at least 10 individual
designers and craftspeople, 9 design studios and workshops and 8 industrial enterprises
participated in the project. In most countries prototypes were paid for, even a nominal
price. This was a new kind of activity for most of the partners.

In Finland there was experience of collaboration with industry from Fantasi Design 1.
A lot of effort was taken to include industry in the new project and the network included
top companies like Arabia, Fiskars and Abloy and the collaboration was industry-
sponsored. This collaboration offered very special experiences to the young designers to
get a closer view of industrial production process. The enterprises expected visibility
through the international exhibition and there was a distinct interest to work with
children and young people. The cooperation with enterprises succeeded quite well and
showed that there exists an interest among them to work with cultural institutions also
other ways than traditional sponsorship.

Teachers’ seminar in Oslo
Over 50 teachers and design educators, and also a couple of pupils participated in
Fantasy Design Teachers’ seminar on November 13–14th 2004 at Norsk Form in Oslo.
The seminar aimed at giving tools and inspiration to critical design education in the
school. It also provided a platform to share experiences from working with children and
young people. Projects from all five participating countries were presented by national
coordinators and teachers. The rest of the programme consisted of lectures and
workshops by designers Peter Opsvik, social scientist Erling Dokk Holm, architect and
designer Niels Peter Flint and industrial designers Ian Sandmæl and Tore Vinje Brustad.
Workshops and informal gatherings were a forum for personal contacts and discussions
on national and international levels.
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Teachers`seminar in Oslo

Exhibition publication and other printed material
The content and form of exhibition catalogue “grew up” in discussions in the leading
group. In the book experiences of work with children and young people are shared by
giving platform to some of the many processes that sum up as Fantasy Design. There
are also some suggestions how design could be dealt with in form of assignments for the
classroom from the participating designers from each country. Documentary images
showing different phases of the project in different countries were used in book
illustration as well as photos from sketches and other material produced in individual
design processes. The exhibition catalogue of 65 designs with the designer’s comments
is a set of playing cards. It was quite a challenging task for the printing studio, as the
selection of cards had to be hand-picked to the cardboard box combining all the
elements of the publication.

The invitation cards to the opening also used images of a selection of these playing
cards. The idea was that people from the same institution could get a different image
and this would provoke interest to come and visit the exhibition. Also notepads with
same images were printed for sale.

The central idea of playfulness was expressed in the layout of the publication cover and
the poster, where glimpses of exhibition items could be perceived. In the backside of the
poster, a selection of thought-provoking comments by schoolchildren in different
languages underlined the philosophy of the young designers as well as implicated to the
international context of this special exhibition.
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English has been the mutual language for the project though used officially only in one
participating country, Scotland. The decision to use national languages beside English
in the publication stressed the idea the possibility to use one’s own language is
important in learning context. A foreign language was also a positive challenge and both
the Internet exhibition and the live one were reported to have been used in teaching of
English language.

The publication was given free to all participating schools and also to all the
schoolchildren and pupils whose works were in the exhibition.

Exhibition design
Also the exhibition challenged the visitor to look at design as an area of playful
creativity combining elements from fantasy and rationality. The display was
harmonious and professional in its finish, like in a “real” design exhibition. The
exhibition design underlined the respect towards young people’s design projects. Each
project was installed separately, most of them juxtaposing material from the design
process to the prototype or final plan. The texts in the exhibition and in the “catalogue”
were excerpts from the children’s own texts, explaining the process or function and
revealing the philosophy behind the individual object. On the walls you could read
inspiring questions about design, the same ones you could read in the “catalogue” of
playing cards.

Exhibition in Helsinki

There were also assignments or workshops for the visitors woven in the exhibition: you
could design a door handle in the online workshop “Grab the handle and step in!” and
study the functionality and materials of drinking vessels in one display. In Helsinki,
there was a special opportunity to design a background for television show in the
“Virtual Studio”.
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Special exhibitons in Gent: The designers` and school childrens` projects.
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Exhibition in Glasgow

Exhibition on tour
The total sum visiting the international exhibition in Helsinki, Gent and Glasgow
was 76 900 visitors.

Design Museum Helsinki (8.4.–15.5.2005) 14 300
Design museum Gent (28.5.–25.9.2005) 43 000
The Lighthouse, Glasgow (29.10.2005–15.1.2006) 19 600

In Gent a selection of Flemish schoolchildren’s works were exhibited as a separate
exhibition beside the international Fantasy Design exhibition. Many of the Belgian
designers had donated to the museum the object they had used in their workshop and the
designers’ personal projects were presented beside the schoolchildren’s ones.

In Helsinki special guidings with workshop activities were organised for 33 groups
from schools and institutions from primary schools to university groups. In Gent there
was a one-week designer-lead summer holiday workshop “Ik word designer” for 10
children between 9 and 12 years of age was organised. In Glasgow a designer-lead
workshop tailored to the exhibition was attended by 219 pupils and students between 8
and 22 years of age.

In Helsinki four separate teacher training events were organised during the exhibition
with altogether approximately 70 participants. During the exhibition in Gent a training
event with the theme “Design for the happy few? Forget it.” was organised with 75
participating teachers. In Glasgow a continued professional development course was
designed and taught open to all teachers of primary and secondary education.

In Helsinki and in Gent a separate newsletter was printed in the local languages to
present the national projects in more detail. The Finnish newspaper was sent to all
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Finnish schools – some 4000 of them - in autumn 2005 to enhance the discussion about
design education in the school.

Publicity
The Fantasy Design project got good media attendance especially in countries where the
exhibition toured, both in a variety of magazines and newspapers and the television. TV
documentaries were made; for example “Kohtaamisia ja kulttuuria” series detailing the
EU’s Culture 2000 programme for Finnish national broadcast company YLE made a
documentary of Fantasy Design project in Finland and Scotland and Learning and
Teaching Scotland made a TV documentary on the collaboration of Lighthouse and
Islay high school. Later in 2005 Educational Programmes of the Korean National
Broadcasting Corporation made a documentary of design education in Nordic countries,
inspired by the idea of Fantasy Design.

The project was presented in several conferences and seminars and it was an object of
academic research. Especially the Danish coordinator Henrik Bak took the project to
contemporary international discussions on art education.

Special features of the project in each participating country
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Country Amount
pupils

Pupils´
age

Amount
schools

Region Amount
designers

Belgium 750 10–16 10 East Flanders 25

Denmark 300 5–15 17 Fuglebjerg and
Copenhagen
regions

12

Finland 2 400 13–17 30 National 11

Norway 270 8–15 5 Oslo region 2

Scotland 300 8–16 15 National 7

Table: amounts of participating schoolchildren with age groups, schools and their
region and amount of designers participating in each country

Belgium
Design museum Gent has worked widely with different audiences including children
and young people, schoolteachers and designers. Ten schools from the Flemish
speaking East Flanders were chosen to the project by the museum with pupils from 10
to 16 years of age. Many of the 18 participating teachers were old acquaintances of the
museum. A start-up meeting with the designers and a meeting of teachers and designers
together was arranged before the work in the schools started. There were two teacher
training events arranged during the project, the one during the exhibition for a wider
teacher group. Ten teachers attended in Teachers’ seminar in Oslo.

Altogether 25 designers cooperated in the project and many schools had the benefit of
getting to know several designers and their work. The cooperation was long-termed: on
average there were three working sessions per group with the designer/s in the
classroom. Prior to the working sessions the groups visited the collections of Design
museum Gent on a specially tailored tour. The teachers were participating actively in
the sessions. When possible, also people from the museum audited the sessions in the
school.

The museum organised a national jury for the works of Flemish schoolchildren. A first
selection among some 800 ideas was made by the museum after which a national jury,
consisting of experts in education and design selected 90 works to be sent to Helsinki as
3-dimensional models. From the chosen 25 Belgian projects, 8 prototypes were made
for the exhibition in collaboration with designers’ studios.

This was the first time a project of this width took place in Flanders. The joint
cooperation between schoolchildren, teachers and designers was new for Design
museum Gent and the museum paid a lot of attention to getting feedback from the
teachers and designers and evaluating the project. Design museum Gent organised tree
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evaluation sessions: one with the teachers, one with the designers and one joining both
groups.

Denmark
The Danish partner, Hindholm Socialpedagogiske Seminarium, differed from the other
partners as being an institute for teacher training and having no permanent activities
neither with schools nor designers. It utilised the school network created during the
previous project Fantasi Design 1 but also made new contacts. 17 institutions attended
the project and 13 of these worked in actual design-projects in collaboration with
museums, designers and craftsmen. The participating institutions came from very
different backgrounds from primary to secondary school and special schools, including
also boarding schools, private institutions and after-school centres. The groups included
children from 5 up to 15 years of age.

Following the Danish pedagogical tradition, the participating schools were given a lot of
freedom to implement the programme. The public presentation of the children’s works
was given high priority and several individual exhibitions were arranged. The Danish
project especially accentuated interaction with the society, creativity and
interdisciplinary, multi-sensory quality of workshop activities, ecology, and a complete
pedagogical process embracing conscious observations.

The national website www.designfantasi.dk provided information and material for
teachers and presented also individual projects and exhibitions. A series of teacher
training events were organised in cooperation with Hindholm Socialpedagogic
Seminarium, The Danish Museum of Decorative Arts and Holbæk Seminarium and a
final one arranged in spring 2006 at Hindholm Socialpedagogic Seminarium. Designers
acted as educators in teacher training events and they also participated as jury members
at local exhibitions. The Danish project produced one prototype for the exhibition by a
local enterprise “Bygmester”.

Finland
Design Museum Helsinki is the national specialist museum in design. It has developed
its services for schools actively since late 1990’s collaborating widely with designers
and teachers in this process.

In Finland, the higher-level classes of the comprehensive schools and the high schools
were invited to participate. The application for the project was arranged in collaboration
with the National Board of Education and other educational organizations. Integration
of subjects was underlined and a team of 2-3 teachers in art, crafts or science were
requested from each school. 30 schools from 93 applications were chosen for the project
including six schools of Finland’s Swedish-speaking minority, three special schools and
a good geographical coverage of the country

The teachers received an instruction and teaching package. Start-up training sessions
with designers were held in Helsinki and Vaasa and thematic training sessions twice
during the project, the last one in conjunction with the exhibition. Twelve Finnish
teachers and two students from six schools participated in the Teachers’ seminar held in
Oslo.

The work was carried out independently in the schools under the direction of the
teachers. Over 2,400 schoolchildren and high-school students participated in the project.
Eleven designers of various fields and from different parts of Finland visited the schools
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giving a lecture or a workshop in their individual manner. Where possible, the schools
carried excursions to enterprises and design studios. Guided tours of the Design
Museum were arranged for some 420 pupils and students. In some schools work was
carried out independently under the direction of the teachers.

Twenty-one schools submitted a total of 71 works to the international jury, of which 18
object concepts and one illustration of a process were chosen for the exhibition. Eight
enterprises provided the opportunity to create full-scale models or “prototypes” of the
Finnish entries. Several schools staged their own exhibitions and the Finnish pupils and
students made particular use of the project’s web sites to present their own designs.

Norway
Norsk Form has worked actively with design education in schools since the 1990’s. The
work is based on tight collaboration with designers and a practise of organising training
events for teachers.

In Norway the project was implemented in five selected schools in the surroundings of
the capital. Norsk Form arranged a one-day start-up workshop for the teachers. A
special teacher’s handbook was produced for use in class. Also the educational project
Design of Everyday Life was given to all participating schools to be used for
introductory purposes. Norsk Form also arranged the international Teachers’ seminar in
Oslo in November 2004 with nine teachers from Norway.

All of the participating schools were offered a two-day design workshop developed by
Hareide Designmill in collaboration with Norsk Form offering both an introduction to
working with the design process and tools for designing like different techniques for
visualising ideas, brainstorming etc.

In May 2004, Norsk Form arranged the national selection of works and exhibition of all
the pupils’ works. The jury consisting of teachers and industrial designers selected 23
projects of a total of 187 projects. The exhibition reached 1100 visitors during two
weeks. Due to the fact that the international exhibition was not presented in Norway, the
exhibition at Norsk Form proved to be the most important activity for the Norwegian
pupils.

Norsk Form hired designers to produce the prototypes for a nominal fee. All designers
participating in the prototyping had previous experience either from teaching or
working with children. The five prototypes were developed through a few meetings
with the designers and the pupils. Two pupils and four teachers attended the exhibition
opening in Helsinki

Scotland
Design education is quite strong in Scotland. It has always been included in the art
curriculum and is actually called Art and Design. In Scotland it was officially
recognised within the new higher still curriculum of art and design from 1999. The
Lighthouse already has a reputation for design education within schools and has
developed teacher training as well as workshops for school groups on the subject. They
always work closely with designers in their programmes

In Scotland the Fantasy Design project was national. The Lighthouse invited schools all
over Scotland to participate in the project and those from key geographical areas across
the country were selected, some in remote areas. Approximately 300 children and young
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people between 8 and 16 years of age participated. Young designers with exceptional
talent in presenting the design process in exciting but educationally challenging ways,
thus always presenting learning and creativity on equal terms, were harnessed to work
with schoolchildren.

A typical designer-lead workshop took place in the Lighthouse, lasted one day, (5
hours) and included the central stages of a design process. A special remote-learning
method was tailored for Islay high school where Video Conference technique and email
were used to connect the designer and the schoolchildren in a virtual workshop.

To create professional proto-types for the travelling exhibition designers were chosen
whose work had similar qualities to that of the children’s designs. The designers were
given the brief to look at how they as designers could develop the ideas for
manufacturing, thus giving an extra dimension that would not have been possible by
just replicating the children’s designs.

Results and evaluation

Constant evaluation has been a central method of Fantasy Design activities aiming at
sustainable results in enhancing design education. Besides the lively discussions in
leading group meetings the national coordinators have according to their practises and
needs gathered feedback from project participants in different levels and some of this
was printed in the exhibition publication.

After the exhibition was over the coordinators were also asked to make a self-evaluation
about the success of activities aimed at central target groups, the challenges of
networking, the national and local results and effects and to give personal feedback. The
Danish coordinator Henrik Bak used Fantasy Design as case study for his master’s
thesis. All this material and personal interviews were used by the external evaluators
Anders Marner and Hans Örtegren who wrote the evaluation report of Fantasy Design
project in May 2006.

A. Self-evaluation of the management

In general the project succeeded very well. There were some changes in the leading
group during the process: in Finland the national coordinator changed once and in
Norway twice. This was naturally a challenge for the persons coming in to a long
project.

All the aims were reached and the programme was implemented according to the plan
both in terms of substance and economy. Media interest was reasonably good,
especially in local exhibitions and concerning the international exhibition. All partners
have reported of expanded or intensified networking with central target groups in the
project and also, in most of the countries, with educational and design authorities.
Design studios and enterprises were a new and interesting network group for many of
the partners and also the enterprises participating had mostly a positive experience of
the project.
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There were some changes in costs compared to the budget frame: savings in travel
costs, transports and artists’ fees and underestimation of costs for the printed material as
well as subsistence costs, insurances and premises hire. They are much due to the time
span between planning and execution. Also, during the process, certain functions were
considered worth a greater investing – the high quality of printed and Internet
publications that live also after the exhibition, in particular.

There were quite big differences in the amounts of national resources brought to the
project. This was a challenge when a certain percentage is expected to be reached in a
mutual international budget. Because of the different nature and national status of
partner-organisations, the possibilities for money-raising haven’t been equal. However,
the partners have been able to use their natural strengths in a creative way to make a
successful result of their national projects.

B. Self-evaluation of the coordinators

Here are some comments from the self-evaluation reports of the national coordinators.

There were three main target groups for Fantasy Design project, schoolchildren,
teachers and the wider audience. How do you think the project succeeded in the
activities aimed at each target group?

1. Schoolchildren
- All participants have learnt about design processes from idea to product

- Direct contact with the designers was important; a chance to talk and discuss with
them about design opened the schoolchildren’s eyes

- Work with design had relevance for children and young people in all age groups and
also those with a handicap

- Showcasing the schoolchildren’s work to their families and communities gave them
more confidence

2. Teachers
- For the teacher the designer’s input was extremely important; in a creative process the
teacher must dare to let go

- All teachers were present during the designer’s visits giving them exposure to the way
designers approach teaching about design

- The teachers give design a more conscious place in their lessons; they now have
confidence to discuss design-related issues

- Teachers gained experience and concrete tools for work in the classroom; especially
the combination of practical and purposeful work had a positive impact on children and
young people with a negative attitude towards learning
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- The teachers’ seminar in Oslo was a very important spirit-lifter and mind-liberator for
many teachers and it created and strengthened the networks

3. “The wide audience” and media
- The activities related to the project such as exhibitions, press releases and homepage
made also other institutions interested in design education e.g. institutions in vocational
education.

- We have exposed the theme “schoolchildren as designers” to local people, to
professionals in the field of design and education urging them to rethink how we can
utilise the design imagination of schoolchildren, to learn from them rather than always
thinking what we can teach to the schoolchildren

- The international exhibition was a successful event, judged by both amount of visitors
and comments by them: there was a special atmosphere amongst people studying
children’s and young people’s works.

Exhibition in Helsinki

What do you consider the most important result of the project?

- The fact that the different partners – designers, teachers, schoolchildren, museum
collaborators – learned about and from each other; even the youngest are now more
conscious about designing and using objects

- Firstly, the children´s experience in the workshops (the energy, the creativity, the
commitment, the social interaction etc.). Secondly the importance of recognition of
children and young people. And thirdly, the international contexts and cooperation.
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- The most important result of the project is more confident and motivated teachers
when it comes to teaching the design process because the real impact in schools can
only be made by the teachers themselves.

- The most important result I think has been taking the children’s designs and showing
them in an exhibition: it actually means the ideas of children are validated as being
important.

- The most important result for me is revealed in individual comments and notions
about how this project has made somebody look at their everyday environment in a new
way: a critical perspective towards consuming, a new idea about the meaning and aims
of design, an understanding that design exhibitions can also be like this one, challenging
the visitor to a play.

Fantasy Design people in the Virtual Studio of Helsinki exhibition. Back row from left
Lesley Riddell, Bernadette deLoose, Henrik Bak, Hanna Kapanen, Arja Hörhammer
and Liisa Aholainen. Front row from left Leena Svinhufvud and Heidi Dolven.

C. The external evaluators’ report

Senior lecturer, Ph. D. Anders Marner and Senior lecturer, Ph.D. Hans Örtegren,
Department of Creative Studies, Umeå University, Sweden, were invited to evaluate the
Fantasy Design project. The assignment was to evaluate the relevance, efficiency,
outcomes and effects of the project. The methods chosen for the project was to be
compared with its aims and targets. Cooperation between the partners and with the
participants in all the countries, cooperation with different kinds of networks and
interest groups in all the countries should be evaluated.
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According to the evaluation report the project has reached its objectives mentioned in
the application. It has a focus on complete communicative processes, which means that
the pupils have been taken seriously in their work. Fantasy Design has also focused on
teachers´ continuing education, which creates sustainability to design education in
school. It is forward-looking in its ambition to educate for creativity and cooperative
win-win situations between institutions such as schools and museums, and also between
countries.

As conclusions of the outcomes the evaluators have made the following points:

1. Networking
- Networking is a key factor creating a successful project such as Fantasy Design and
also in creating a sustainable project. The actors of the project have a network with
designers, schools, teachers, companies etc. that is already in use in new projects. Thus
a good project is not only a single project.

2. Top-down and bottom-up processes
- Fantasy Design is not a top down or elitist project. The local actors were expected to
“own” the project. Top down prescribed instruction has no longevity, since a deeper
understanding of design and creativity is needed to establish design education in the
schools to be part of ordinary learning. Design education, from the point of view of the
teacher, is not only about learning about design, but also about learning how creativity
generally works, in the teacher´s as well as in the pupil´s work.

- To create a win-win situation in a cooperative project with several institutions
involved, it may be important that schools and teachers already have an interest, thus
being prepared for a project, already having a primary understanding and some
knowledge.

3. The role of the teachers
- In Fantasy Design there has been an understanding of teachers´ need for in-service and
continuing training. The long lasting impact in schools can only be made by the
teachers. Working with pupils as well as teachers, create a circle of education that will
have longevity and sustainability.

- The every day situation in design education, and in many other areas in school, should
consist of projects and emphasized external relationships. The school of today no longer
has a monopoly of knowledge, since other media, other institutions and other cultures
are natural partners in the pupils building of competence, knowledge, skills and
understanding. It is easy to see both museums and schools, belonging to different fields
of culture, both opening up, realizing that they are instruments and institutions for
communication.

4. The role of the pupils and the importance of completed communicative processes
- In Fantasy Design the pupils are validated as being important. It is shown in the
realization of the pupils´ design work, from ideas and invention in workshops in schools
and in external spaces of production, producing objects and prototypes, to real life
exhibition and further use of the website as an online exhibition to present works to
family, friends, colleagues and to a wider audience. This kind of complete
communicative processes, including production and presentation, may be an important
method in design education, and wider in artistic education and in learning generally.
However, they demand an infrastructure inside and outside the schools, time for
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disposal, group sizes suitable for laboratory experiments in design and relevant
equipment.

The evaluators make the following points in the Discussion of the evaluation
report:

1. A design theme or a design subject in school?
- So far we are not prepared to suggest a design subject in school, without an analysis of
the whole curriculum and syllabi in all types of schools in the educational system of a
country. Promoting different fields of knowledge aiming at creating a new subject may
be a problem in school, if it leads to too much differentiation between subjects. This
may lead to an additive or a quantitative cognitive approach. A way of counteracting
such tendencies is integration between subjects in themes or in other ways of
cooperation.

2. Design in an existential, a democratic and a working life perspective
- Referring to Henrik Bak’s report and thesis the evaluators pinpoint the existential life-
world argument for design in school relating artistic activities in school to the pupils´
identity and to a democratic argument for design education relating to discussions of
consumerism, sustainability and environmental issues and acting in the public sphere.

- The evaluators add another argument for design education in schools connected to
working life and economical growth and referring to Richard Florida’s writings.
Culturally and economically powerful activities such as design have traditionally not
been highlighted in school, which in many ways is still focused on the needs of the
industrial society, with top-down processes, pupils´ loyalty and obedience, and not
creativity, as core activities. The Fantasy Design project can be seen as one step towards
a more creative school and a future creative society. A focus on design highlights
creativity as well as utility in school and together with the Florida perspective Fantasy
Design is placed in the core of the discussions of today about what kind of society we
live in and what kind of society we want.

3. Design process as model in school and learning
- The interdisciplinary aspect of design education has been highlighted in the project,
also the possibility to integrate a lot of subjects with a focus on design. The advantage
of integrating themes and projects with a focus on design is that it may include
connections between conceptualization, visualization and realization. Teamwork, the
process approach and ongoing reflection, all characterizing design, are also keys to
learning in general. A wider perspective on design includes an idea that not only tools
and objects are created by man, but also ideas, art and language.

4. The role of fantasy in Fantasy Design
- In working with design there is an element of creativity. If the pupils understand the

surrounding objects and the world as something that once did not exist, then were
invented and designed, then they might also understand that they are themselves
able to change the world. Thus design education can be seen a model for individual
and social empowerment generally and can play a greater role in a forward-looking
school than expected, in different subjects and contexts.
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On with fantasy and design…

“Having support like the website with downloadable resources and online
exhibition it created a community that lasted beyond the actual designers
workshop allowing families to access work that had been designed in the
school. The travelling exhibition highlighted the extent of the project and
learning from other countries and school children.”
Lesley Riddell, The Lighthouse

The Fantasy Design catalogue and other teaching materials produced by the project are
in use by partner organisations and schools and institutions also outside the project
network. The extensive networking continues, creating new settings for discussions and
activities dealing with design education. Here some examples from the partners’ recent
visions:

In Belgium, despite a lot of effort the Flemish school authorities have not so far shown
any signs of involving design education in the official school curriculum. However,
Design museum Gent reports that the project has had impact on the museum’s way of
looking at design, thinking and speaking about it. Smaller scale projects with a similar
concept, joining teachers, designers and schoolchildren are being planned by the
museum.

In Denmark, designers are included in a new national educational initiative to support
artists’ visiting schools and institutions. In the recently formed Center for aesthetics and
learning at the CVU-Zealand Fantasy Design is one of the projects representing
Hindholm Socialpedagogic Seminarium. Networking continues with the Danish
museums in their educational cooperation and Fantasy Design is presented in the
national association Børn, kunst og billeder annual conference 2006. There is also
cooperation with the European art education project Multiple choice identity.

In Finland, Design Museum Helsinki aims at extending collaboration in design
education nationally and internationally and strengthening its own services for schools
and institutions on the basis of collaboration with designers and teachers. The Fantasy
Design exhibition was part of the programme of Design Year 2005 where design
education was the theme for October month. Fantasy Design also gave inspiration to the
idea of national day for design and architecture in Finnish schools, Ampiainen
(www.ampiainen.fi) joining together many kinds of actors in design education.

In Norway, Norsk Form has strengthened its position in this field of work and it has had
an increase in the number of enquiries about educational projects in design. The
collaboration with local schools and educational and cultural authorities will continue.
In the recent renovation of the national curriculum (2006) design will be one of four
main areas within the Art and Craft subjects and also Technology and Design was
introduced as parts of thematic studies but not, however, as an interdisciplinary theme.

In Scotland, The Lighthouse in Glasgow will continue to run designer-lead workshops
for pupils as well as for teachers using the learning developed in the workshops for
children in the programmes run for teacher training. This will encourage a circle of
education that will have longevity over projects and support the development for design
education. Video conferencing is used to reach remote schools and The Lighthouse
already runs a new project on this media.
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“It was important to learn that all the five different countries with their
different educational systems and levels of art education are facing many of the
same challenges in the introduction of design education in schools. There’s a
real scope for international collaboration in regards to these challenges, both
at the level of our institutions and at the level of the teachers.”
Heidi Dolven, Norsk Form

The Fantasy Design 2003–2006 project has been an important experience for a wide
range of people. It has been very productive what comes to both concrete and
immaterial resources enhancing design education in the school. Also in a personal level
there has been a notable expansion: at least four babies and three grandchildren were
born for the leading group during the project. A new generation of educators or co-
learners? The work will continue, together:

Would you like to play design with us?

Who was who in Fantasy Design

The leading group:
Leena Svinhufvud, Project Leader, Design Museum Helsinki,
leena.svinhufvud@designmuseum.fi
(Pia Strandman 2001–2004)

Henrik Bak, Hindholm Socialpedagogic Seminarium / CVU-Zealand, Denmark
hb@hindholmse.dk

Lesley Riddell, The Lighthouse – Scotland’s Centre for Architecture, Design and the
City, Glasgow
lesley@thelighthouse.co.uk

Bernadette DeLoose, Design museum Gent
bernadette.deloose@gent.be

Heidi Dolven, Norsk Form, Oslo
heidi.dolven@norskform.no
(Solveig Olsen Fjærvik 2002–October 2003)
(Cathrine Kullberg October 2003–April 2004)

Arja Hörhammer, Arja Hörhammer Ltd., Helsinki
arja@arjahorhammer.com,

International project management at Design Museum Helsinki:
Project management in Helsinki
Marianne Aav, Museum Director
Anne Kallinen, Financial Manager
Leena Svinhufvud, Educational Curator
Arja Hörhammer, Consultant (Arja Hörhammer Ltd., Helsinki)
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Visual identity:
Pekka Piikko, Hahmo Design

Internet pages:
Maari Fabritius, Kide Concepts

Teachers’ seminar in Oslo team:
Perann Sylvia Stokke
Heidi Dolven

Exhibition and publication team:
Liisa Aholainen
Arja Hörhammer
Hanna Kapanen
Leena Svinhufvud

Exhibition architect:
Hannele Grönlund
Publication layout:
Maria Appelberg / Station Mir

English translations and corrections:
Jüri Kokkonen

Evaluators:
Anders Marner, Umeå University, Sweden
anders.marner@educ.umu.se

Hans Örtegren, Umeå University, Sweden
hans.ortegren@educ.umu.se

List of sources and links
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Kapanen, Hanna & Svinhufvud, Leena, (eds.).
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Fantasy Design [the Finnish newspaper]. Liisa Aholainen, Hanna Kapanen ja Leena
Svinhufvud. Designmuseo, 2005.

Fantasy Design. Kinderen en jongeren als ontwerpers [The Flemish newspaper].
Design museum Gent, 2005.

Unpublished reports:
Anders Marner & Hans Örtegren (Sweden)
Evaluation of the International Fantasy Design Project. Departement of Creative
Studies. Umeå University. 2006.
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Henrik Bak (Denmark)
Fantasydesign/design fantasi- om børns arbejde med fantasi og design set i et narrativt
perspektiv. Ett bidrag til en narrativ billedpaedagogik, report, CVU-Zealand, Hindholm
Socialpaedagogiske Seminarium, 2005

Henrik Bak (Denmark)
Fantasy Design Self-evaluation, Denmark.

Bernadette De Loose (Belgium)
Fantasy Design Self-evaluation, Belgium.

Heidi Dolven (Norway)
Fantasy Design evaluering av nasjonal gjennomføring, Norway.

Lesley Riddell (Scotland)
Fantasy Design Self-evaluation, Scotland.

Leena Svinhufvud  and Arja Hörhammer (Finland)
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Janni Gundel Bach, Katrine Christensen (Denmark)
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Internet links:
www.fantasydesign.org

Design Museum Helsinki, Finland
www.designmuseum.fi
www.ampiainen.fi

Design museum Gent, Belgium
design.museum.gent.be

Hindholm Socialpedagogiske Seminarium, Fuglebjerg, Denmark
www.hindholmsem.dk
www.designfantasi.dk

The Lighthouse, Scotland’s Centre for Architecture, Design and the City
www.thelighthouse.co.uk

Norsk Form, Oslo, Norway
www.norskform.no


